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Feeling the future on your skin
They say that it's hopeless
But I seen what I saw
Meant to say what I said.
The future ain't so grim
(Oh! ) Since I touched your skin
And felt the dawning
Of a day that's
Been in hiding
Now it blinds me.

Like a bike ride
With a jet pack on my back.
We got a moon-lit silhouette
That rivals the best.
Like a hay ride
With hover jets on either side
We'll go the distance
Cause we can't help but to act
Supernatural.

We talk about problems just the same.

For you the future will be grandiose
Though they say it's hopeless
You got know I'll be your man,
Do whatever I can.
And I seen a future that's not grim,
(Oh! ) Since I touched your skin
And felt the dawning
Of a day that's
Been in hiding
In hiding.

Like a bike ride
With a jet pack on my back.
We got a moon-lit silhouette
That rivals the best.
Like a hay ride
With hover jets on either side
We'll go the distance
Cause we can't help but to act
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Supernatural.

Like a plane ride with
Uncanny velocity
We'll break the barrier of light
If put to the test.
Like a sky dive without
Any chutes packed on our backs,
We'll hit the surface knowing that we couldn't act
More preternatural.

It helps to know we'll bounce back just the same
Cause I seen a future that's not grim.
Feelin' the future on your skin
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